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05.2-12 l~VUL\Jl Iut' Cll·" rl I£ DISLOCATIUN 
SU~I rc:rur.<E: OF Tl!I:: !I!Gl!-PUJ:O:ITY DEFOH!vH:D 
Mo SI'H>-LE-CRYSTALS DURING THE SOFTENING 
PJ<.(J( ·1 .SS. L. N .. P runinu., I. r-..'1. Adstova, InstitutE. 
uf Sc,l irJ State Physic:S, AcaLienry of Sciences of 
the L 1SSR, Chern.ogolovka 

Higl1-pur·ity !vlo single-crystal (I<l<H=14CJUOO) rolkd 
to E. =90% aJ·Jd annealed at 2000°C vvas investigated. 
In pr·e .. ·ious studies ( 001) [ 110] Mo crystals 
(wit! 1 HRl<== 1000) wet·e sho\.Vll to retain the single
crystetl sl ructure al all the stages oi deformation 
and alsu aftet~ continuous high-tempel~ature arnleal
illg.. T!1e sub-boundaries in the annealed CI)rstal s 

Fig.l. 

( Fig.l) consist of eqw~Jly 
spaced stt~aight di slocat-

i ons wiU1 b= [001] parallel 
tn the rolling direction 
(L. N .. Pronlna, S.'T'akeuchi 
et aJ., Phil.l'vlag.A, 1982, 
vol.•15, N 5, 859-U65).The 
di sl oct.:1liun .struclut·e E..trllle

al ed high-purity single
cry·sta.J is chr.tractedzr?d by 
formation of a tyJ.dcal anne
aling str·ucture 1.vilh predo
mitl•1ti!lg edge eli sl ucalioJJS 
with b~ [001] already crfter· 

IU sec at 2000°l. (Fig. 2). D ut after· 20 sec and 
30 sec o.nneal iJ 1g thE.- structure chc:1nges dt·asl!_co.lly, 
Ul<..':tl i::- 1 .dl)ng stro.igLt edge dislocatiotJS with b = 
(001] lht:re arise helical 11 local defects11 (Fig.J) 
wllich c.tre I ikel y to Ue ittdLH:t!d by d i lfusio11 (J[ 

pui nt dt-it:::L~ts, rall1er lh<:l.n of irnpudties 1 since the 
cr-yst~ds wer·e perfectly chrc:>rnic:<..Jlly pLWf:. F·urllu?t· 
deVelupme11l ot Ute stn1clu!'~ (-til SL~c) :.;l1ows gn.J\":t!J 
of "local deiectsu vvith =:ubsequent formation of a 
ttelwork of dislocotion.=. will1 Dutc1.·1·s \Jl-:c:iuJ· 

b= (1 J 1] • ThG< .simi! or~ di sl a cation netwot·k 
was obse!V"ed at the initial stages of annealing ( 10 
sec) Mo single crystals with l<Rf-<.=1000 (I.M.Aris
t"ova, L.N.Pronina, Proc.Tenth Europ.Cryst.Meeting, 
p. 599, 1986). The fact that at this stage the anne
o.l ing structure of such crystals does not exhibit 
any parallel edge dislocations \vith b= [001] is Ci::lu

sed probably by the impurities, which affect essen-
t ia! 1 y the way of its fonnr-.1li011. Aflet· a.r1neal i11g ut 
20tJ0°C for 3 mir1 1 a ty·pical o.nnei:::iling str·uctur·e can 
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again be obsen.red in highlyr 
pure crystals and is n?tai
ned st ec:ldilv tn1der Sltbse
quertl Ullne~!ings (up lu 
2 hrs). In this case elon
gated pEt!·alle!._ t-dge dislo
cations with b= [001] pre
dornitJete ln sub-bcnttldriries 

( I"ig.4). 

05.2-13 EFFECT OF THE INITIAL PREFERRED CRYSTALLITES 
ORIENTATION ON FRACTURE MECHANISM IN HEXAGONAL METAL. 
ANOMALOUS FAILURE BEHAVIOR PREDICTED BY SIMPLE MODELS 
BASED Oli NEUTRON DIFFRACTION RESULTS. By R. Nowak, 
Institute of Physics and Nuclear Techniques, 
University of Mining and Metallurgy, Cracow, Poland. 

The elements of microstructure of the materials which 
prove to be significant for mechanical behavior and fre
quently involve some unexpected effects are not so far 
entirely recognized. The purpose of study presented, has 
been to investigate the correlation between the initial 
crystallographic texture and failure process. 
A simple model predicting the anomalous mechanical beha
vior of pclycryatalline metal, baaed on results of neu
tron diffraction texture determination method and also 

-on the single crystal properties, has been proposed. 
The calculations have been done for pure zinc, but the 
choice of material does not limit the broadness of the 
approach. Four single crystal orientations which coincide 
with the sharp maxima of the texture, have been used as 
the first approximation of the polycrystal. In order to 
estimate a behavior of metal occuring later under the ap
plied uniaxial stress, the relative probability of var
ious slip systems activation has been found as a function 
of 8-angle between rolling direction on the pole figure 
and the tensile force vector. As the obtained results 
showed, within a certain 9-angle-interval, the activation 
probability for basal slip systems is lower than that of 
the others. In this case, an anomalous mechanical beha
vior of textured material is expected. 
The model of a real material - the polycryatalline aggre
gate defined as a number of noninteracting, identical, 
hexagonal crystals with preferred orientations - has been 
'Proposed on the basis of measured texture pole figures. 
Each single crystal has been considered as an anisotropic 
continuum w-l thout structure, but w:l. th elements o:t sym-
metry of the appropriate unit cell. Only the initial ata
gea o"f the aggregate de:fonratioo precess, l""<le:r t.c.-e ap
plied stress, have been taken into consideration. The re
gular Hooke's law baaed procedure end the calculations 
with the assumption, that elastic deformation is due to 
reversible displacement of anchored dislocations, have 
been used to obtain the strain values. The curves of 
strain vs. &-angle suggest anomalous behavior of metal 
for certain directions of applied tensile force. 
The experimental reaul ts of the tensile and the 3-point 
bend impact teats have been obtained on specimens cut in 
various directions from rolled pure zinc sheet. The tex
ture e:xamin.s.tions have been performed by means of a neu
tron diffraction which is more suitable than the X-ray 
method and is the only way when considering failure phe
nomena where the bulk material information is required. 
The micromechanism of fracture of each sample, has been 
determined by the use of SEM-technique. 
The experiments proved certain anomalies, i.e. post yield 
brittle fracture of zinc at room temperature (Fig.1) and 
unexpected crack propagation phenomena in the metal. 
The anomalous fracture properties have been observed only 
in the case of specimen orientations predicted b.Y propo
sed theoretical model. 
Despite the fact that only elastic deformation and ini
tial texture have been theoretically considered, further 
conclusions regarding fracture and failure processes ap
peared to be surprisingly consistent with experimental 
data. 
Thus a distinct and significant influence of cr-jstallo
graphic texture on failure process has been confirmed. 

Fig. 1 • General new of failured zinc specimens: 
left - anomalous fracture, orientation predicted by model 
right - typical view of i'eilured .sample 


